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Introduction We study the problem of learn-
ing physical properties of objects from unlabeled
videos. Humans can learn basic physical laws
when they are very young [1], which suggests
that such tasks may be important goals for com-
putational vision systems.

There have been early efforts to build com-
puter vision systems with the physical knowledge
of an early child. Recently, researchers started
to tackle concrete scenarios for understanding
physics from vision [2], some involving deep
learning. Different from these, we aim to de-
velop a system that can infer physical properties,
e.g. mass and density, directly from visual in-
put. Our method is general and easily adaptive to
new scenarios, and is more efficient compared to
analysis-by-synthesis approaches [3].

Physical World Model There exist highly in-
volved physical processes in daily events in our
physical world. We can divide all involved
physical properties into two groups: the first is
the intrinsic physical properties of objects like
mass, many of which we cannot directly measure
from the visual input; the second is the descrip-
tive physical properties, e.g. velocity of objects,
which characterize the scenario in the video. The
second group of parameters are observable, and
are determined by the first group, while both of
them determine the content in videos.

Physics 101 Dataset We collected a dataset of
101 objects made of different materials and with
various masses and volumes. We started by col-
lecting videos of them from multiple viewpoints
in four scenarios: objects slide down an inclined
surface and possibly collide with another object;
objects fall onto surfaces made of different ma-
terials; objects splash in water; and objects hang
on a spring. These seemingly straightforward
setups require understanding multiple physical
properties, e.g., material, mass, volume, density,
coefficient of friction, and coefficient of restitu-
tion. We called this dataset Physics 101.

Method Our method is a CNN consisting of
three components. The bottom component is a
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Figure 1: Overview of our model, which learns directly
from unlabeled videos, produces estimates of physical
properties of objects based on the encoded physical
laws, and generalizes to tasks like outcome prediction

visual property discoverer, which aims to dis-
cover physical properties like material or volume
which could at least partially be observed from
visual input; the middle component is a physics
interpreter, which explicitly encodes physical
laws into the network structure and models latent
physical properties like density and mass; the top
component is a physical world simulator, which
characterizes descriptive physical properties like
distances that objects traveled, all of which we
may directly observe from videos. Our network
corresponds to our physical world model, and
learns object properties from unlabeled data.
Evaluation We demonstrate that our frame-
work develops some physics competency by ob-
serving videos. We also show that our generative
model can transfer learned physical knowledge
from one scenario to the other, and generalize
to other tasks like predicting the outcome of a
collision.
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